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MATUKU MOANA - LANDSCAPE EVIDENCE 

INTRODUCTION 

1. My name is Richard Winton Hart.

2. My evidence is given on behalf of Property Seven Limited in relation to a 

proposed subdivision at Pukehina Beach Road.

3. In particular my evidence relates to the landscape design and landscape 

assessment:

The landscape design includes:

• A graphic wetland study “Pukehina Eco-Village Wetland Restoration Proposal”

• Input into the subdivision layout (wetland shape, lot, reserve and roading 

arrangement)

• Walkway and planting design

• Landscape, streetscape and building design guidelines 

The assessment includes: 

• Landscape context

• Visual catchment and viewing audience

• Landscape planning context

• Assessment of potential effects

• Conclusions

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

4. I am a Registered Landscape Architect. My qualifications are Bachelor of Commerce

from the University of Canterbury 1978, and Diploma in Amenity Horticulture

(Distinction) from Massey University 1980. I became a Registered Landscape

Architect in 1996 and have held this professional qualification for 23 years.

5. I have lived and worked in the Bay of Plenty since 1984. This includes numerous

appearances at Council hearings and several appearances at the Environment

Court.
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6. I have worked on the Matuku Moana project as a formal associate of Wildland

Consultants.

7. My work has included substantial wetland design projects including; the Lower

Bethlehem Valley (Tauranga City), the Kaituna Wildlife Management Reserve

(Department of Conservation - Western Bay of Plenty District Council), the Athenree

wetlands (Department of Conservation - Western Bay of Plenty District Council),

subdivisions within the waterways section of Papamoa, and many other stormwater-

related projects.

8. My work has also included many large scale revegetation projects for wetlands,

harbour margins, stormwater reserves and parks, highways, and power stations.

9. Natural character aspects of the landscape assessment are based, in part, on

ecological expertise at Wildland Consultants in terms of vegetation types and

descriptions, species lists, and restoration methods.

CODE OF CONDUCT 

10. I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses outlined in the Environment

Court's Consolidated Practice Note 2014 and have complied with it in preparing this

evidence.  I also agree to follow the Code when presenting evidence.

11. I confirm that the issues addressed in this brief of evidence are within my area of

expertise and that I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that

might alter or detract from my opinions.

LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT 

12. This evidence is based on the following appended report and graphics:

• Report No.4516c “Landscape Assessment of a Proposed Subdivision and

Wetland Restoration at Pukehina”, July 2018, by Wildland Consultants, and

associated graphics.

• Pukehina Eco-Village Design Guidelines, plus associated “Matuku Moana design

conditions and diagrammatic guide”, 19 February 2019.
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13. The next section of evidence is presented as Powerpoint slides to better

communicate the landscape components of the proposed subdivision design, lot

layout, streetscape, and planting.

14. There are 29 slides, as follows:

• Slides 2-13 landscape context (topo, aerial, photos, coastal environment).

• Slides 14-22 wetland components and design study.

• Slides 23-24 subdivision layout and boundary drains.

• Slides 25-28 lot and streetscape design.

• Slides 29-30 conclusion.

SUBMISSIONS 

15. Most submitters support the application.

16. Of the neutral and opposing submissions, many are of a general nature, for example

regarding rural character. The high-level landscape, natural character, amenity and

visual effects are addressed in the landscape assessment, and subsequent

information supplied.

17. Submitter - Clive and Denise DONALD - opposed

One of the submission points relates to walking and cycling. Proposed walkways are

shown on the landscape plan, and are also cycleways. These will increase local

walking and cycling options and there is an opportunity to link with community trails

along the Pukehina canal to the Waihi estuary. The proposal provides good

opportunities for walking and cycling, to be developed at the next stage of design.

18. Submitter - Judy and Paul TRELOAR - opposed

One submission point relates to the creation of a compact urban layout. The proposal

is not a compact urban layout with 2000 m² lots, 600 m² building platforms, design

guidelines, and extensive street scape works.

Another submission point relates to walkways, stating they should be provided early

on. As above, proposed walkways are shown on the landscape plan, and the

developed design will include links to the proposed Pukehina community trails.
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19. Submitter - Derek Spratt on behalf the Waihi Drainage Society - opposed

One submission point relates to landscape assessment inaccuracies. This is a 

general comment and is not substantiated. Landscape and character are discussed 

fully in the landscape assessment. Council’s staff report generally endorses the 

landscape approach taken.

Wetlands are part of rural character, for example at the Kaituna and Athenree 

wetlands. These wetlands both have an underlying rural zoning, with wetlands being 

a permitted activity in the rural zone. Eighty percent of the site is to become a rural 

wetland.

20. Various submissions comment on potential loss of rural character, outlook, urban 

design, and general landscape-oriented objections, with many others supporting the 

landscape proposals.

21. Landscape preferences are highly subjective, and it should be acknowledged that 

some people will not like any change.

22. In terms of Pukehina’s urban character, the proposed development will change the 

character of Pukehina, reducing rural farmland and enlarging the Pukehina 

settlement alongside the development of a large wetland. This land was low-lying 

scrub and wetland prior to drainage in the 1940s-50s. The proposal will return much 

of the land back to its natural state.

23. The Pukehina settlement is currently a long 5.2 kilometre urban strip (Pukehina 

Parade) on both sides of a dune ridge generally aligned parallel with the beach. The 

proposal is consistent with this in that it will create dune-like lot platforms with 

housing on each side of the two roads.

24. While views of farmland will change it is my opinion that the wetland will contribute 

positively to amenity when considered as a whole.

25. Management of wetlands is a specialist skill and the parties involved have these 

skills. 

ALTERNATIVES, RATIONALE FOR PROPOSED SUBDIVISION, AND DESIGN 

26. Prior to my involvement the draft design comprised a more conventional residential

development in the northeastern corner of the site, adjacent to the campground and
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with the balance of the property to comprise wetland. Under this design the wetland 

was to be largely hidden from view behind existing buildings and the proposed 

housing. This option was discarded on both landscape and urban design grounds. 

The result would have been Pukehina urban sprawl inland along Pukehina beach 

Road, and loss of an opportunity to improve the Pukehina entry experience. While 

this early scheme had environmentally-friendly intentions it would not have enhanced 

the visual amenity for either purchasers or the wider community.  

27. The proposed design now aims to provide a wetland feature along Pukehina Beach

Road that will serve as a natural entry feature for Pukehina. The proposal also ties in

well with the proposed Pukehina Beach trails: Waihi Estuary along Pukehina Canal

and through the proposed wetlands.

28. While the proposal does reduce farm land and the rural landscape, the opportunity is

to retire dairy land and develop a landscape-scale wetland feature. Amenity will be

improved for both existing residents/visitors and new residents. Wetlands are

important landscapes and less than 3% of the original wetlands remain in this

catchment1

29. The current layout is driven largely by the geomorphology and wetland habitat

reconstruction. Landscape and urban design drive the roading and lot layout. In

summary the design is based on:

(a) The natural landform:

• If left to nature long-term, the current farm would probably revert to

wetland. This can be seen already on land in the area of Midway Park. I

suggest that the hearing panel should visit the Midway Park habitat to see

this.

• This is an excellent place for a wetland and was substantially wetland prior

to drainage and farming. Wetland re-creation is a positive landscape

change.

• The wetland provides a low density buffer between rural and residential

housing, through an allowance for low density housing. It would be logical

for the entire area west to the Waihi Estuary to be similarly retired and

1  Source - Bay of Plenty Regional Council material. 
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could become a national exemplar for wetland reconstruction and 

restoration. 

• It provides a positive precedent locally, regionally and nationally.

(b) The built layout:

• The layout is setback from Pukehina Beach Road so that all road users

entering Pukehina can enjoy the proposed wetland entry feature.

• The layout is designed so that all new residents within the development

can enjoy the wetland environment, and become responsible for their parts

of it. This is why it is set out along two spine roads with large wetland

breaks between every 8-15 houses.

• Under this scenario housing will be seen in groups of no more than 20 or

so lots from any given location.

• The lots will be large (2,000 square metres) allowing for extensive tree and

garden planting similar to rural-residential development. Established rural

residential suburbs are typically very green and attractive environments

offering residents and neighbours considerable amenity and habitat for

wildlife. Trees can grow to maturity without causing nuisance to neighbours

(sunlight, leaf fall).

• Houses will be of low reflectivity colours, with housing recessive and the

associated green space, wetland, and planting will be dominant. Design

guidelines provide for innovative methods to achieve this.

• In addition, the street design and planting is intended to partially screen

housing from roads and between dwellings.

30. I consider this to be a highly positive landscape development because.

• It significantly reduces the number of dairy cows in the catchment with resulting

improvements in water quality into the Waihi estuary, and reduces methane

emissions.

• It reinstates part of a wetland floodplain back to its natural sustainable state with

provsision of habitat for wildlife, and new residents.
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COUNCIL OFFICERS REPORT 

31. Much of the commentary is positive in terms of the landscape, natural character, and

amenity so the overall recommendation to decline is disappointing.

32. The following comments are predicated with numbering from the Council Officers

Report for easy referencing.

33. 3.3.15 there are common themes in support of the application associated the concept

of an eco-village, sustainable housing, housing provisions, provision of a usable

resource for the wider community, the community ideal, shared values and overall

benefit for the community. There are some concerns surrounding the existing

residence privacy, and whether the proposed subdivision would it extend the existing

urban area will become a separate settlement of a rural nature. In addition concerns

have been raised regarding the proposed subdivision not been well served for

walking and cycling.

34. Most of the subdivision has been set out 200 metres or more from existing dwellings.

This is substantially more than the 5 to 10 metres common in urban areas. Specific

individual privacy issues can be resolved through design where these occur.

35. Loss of character and the community feel, pressure on existing amenities and

unclear design guidelines are raised. The design concept and intent as well signalled

through the application process, with developed design to occur at the next stage.

Considerable opportunity exists for Pukehina community trails through the subject

site. Further detail around design guidelines has also been supplied.

36. 6.4.20 b) Figure 5. The purpose of the bund is to hold water within the proposed

wetland. The drain shown is for the adjacent properties, and generally on its existing

alignment. The proposed adjustment should be discarded, and misunderstands the

purpose of the drain and bound. The bund doubles as access for wetland

management, drainage maintenance and potentially for recreation.

37. 6.4.26  the following responds to a query about the development being sympathetic

to the character of amenity values of the surrounding rural area. Land immediately

south of the existing Pukehina settlement is reverting to wetland naturally, as can be

seen in the vicinity of Midway Park. The proposal extends this concept south to the

Pukehina Canal east to Pukehina Beach Road. The proposal is in a good place for
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wetland recreation and associated housing because it is very low-lying, on the edge 

of the rural zone and adjacent to existing urban development. 

38. Section 5 of the District Plan (5.1.4 & 5.1.11) encourages the restoration of

wetlands. Over 80% of the proposed development is to become wetland, a

sustainable rural land use. Wetland is a legitimate rural productive land use, as seen

at the Kaituna and Athenree wetlands. Less than 3% of wetlands remain in the

locality. Without large scale land retirement and wetland reconstruction it is hard to

envisage how this will ever improve. As well as improving water quality wetlands

provide for habitat, vegetation and amenity. While the site is largely outside the

coastal environment, the NZCPS Policy 14 promotes the restoration of natural

character, as proposed here.

39. 6.5.16 downplays the community benefit associated with the proposal. The creation

of over 130 hectares of wetland makes a substantial contribution to the area of

wetland in the catchment, and district. The proposal is a sample solution to the

problems posed by intensive dairy farming, and has the potential to be a national

exemplar for “the next great landscape transformation” proposed by the

Parliamentary Commissioner for the environment.

40. Three recent relevant news items include:

• The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment report “Farms, Forests and

fossil; fuels; The next great landscape transformation?” March 2019. writes “about

a different approach to framing New Zealand’s long-term climate change targets

and policies and what that could mean for our landscapes....” and “Meeting our 

long-term targets will require policies and innovations that have yet to be 

crafted...” .  

• NZ Herald, 23 January 2019 story “Wetlands act as NZ’s kidneys”. “Drain the

swamp might be a popular rallying cry… but New Zealand’s farmers are being

urged to do the opposite. They are being asked to restore, increase or construct

wetlands on farms. Dairy NZ water quality scientist Aslan Wright-Stow describes

wetlands as “the kidneys of the land” - they filter, absorb and transform water

contaminants, particularly run-off and shallow ground water from farms, and help

reduce the amount of nasties reaching streams, rivers and lakes.” And later

…”there’s a prevalence of dairy farming on flatter, low-lying areas. Often that is

the terrain where you’ve got the right conditions for re-establishing wetlands - the

place where they were removed.”
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• Forest & Bird, Issue 371, Autumn 2019 cover story “Our vanishing Wetlands”.

Within the heading restoration time it states “We need every single wetland we’ve

got - and more - if our native birds and fish species are going to stand a chance in

the face of climate change”

41. I agree with the Council Officer’s report where it acknowledges the scale of the

wetland is extensive and has the potential to offer community benefit.

42. 6.11.7 design guidelines. The applicant has refined the proposed design guidelines

with the amended design guidelines being more quantitative rather than qualitative.

In the design review the report agrees there are some good design principles with

appropriate urban design references to the coastal environment, including an organic

shape, layout with natural features including swales and ‘build-outs’ incorporating

planting, with built-up sandbanks/dune type landform where the proposed dwellings

will be located, with a focus on indigenous planting, visually recessive buildings that

are restricted to six metres in height and largely screened or separated from the road

by a 10 metre landscaped strip and then buffered from the wider wetland with

wetland protection areas for future residents to share the wetland protection and

enhancement that is proposed. I agree with this.

43. 6.12 rural character and amenity effects. The application meets all of the criteria with

the exception of a working rural production environment and presence of farm

animals. In an environment context, particularly in terms of sustainability, re-creation

of wetlands in a logical approach on land once part of an extensive natural wetland

landscape across the entire lower reaches of the Pongakawa and Pukehina

waterways.

44. Wetlands are a permitted rural use, with both the Kaituna and Athenree wetlands

having an underlying rural zoning. Further, there is widespread commentary about

wetlands being the “kidneys of the land”, the need to stop the destruction of

wetlands, and that wetland reconstruction and restoration is vital for vegetation,

habitat, and biodiversity.

45. 6.12.15 suggests that further quantitative measures are required within the guidelines

to assist with implementation. However the opposite is written in 6.11.7 where the

Council officer states the amended design guidelines are more quantitative rather

than qualitative. Either way, additional material was supplied as part of the

Section 92 response and I refer you to those guidelines. This is covered in the
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accompanying slides, and I would be happy to answer any further questions in 

relation to this. 

46. In summary, the guideline principles are:

Planting

• Wetland dominant (Trust and private).

• Habitat throughout.

• 10 metre strips of roadside plantings.

Building Location and Controls 

• Building on specified platforms only (600 square metres) - lot size 2,000 square

metres.

• Maximum building height six metres.

• Low reflectivity (roofs <25%, walls <35%).

• No mirror glass.

• Encourage the use of eaves and verandahs.

• Encourage the use of smaller buildings to avoid bulk and scale issues, with

gardens and plantings between.

• Garages to be hidden (vehicles recessive).

Aspect 

• Five metre sunlight setback yard of building platforms to northern - sunny side.

• No yard to southern side(s) allows building to boundary for space efficiency.

• Daylighting and shadowing per District Plan

• Privacy between building platforms

Fences 

• No fences in the wetland or within the 10 metre street green space.

47. 6.13.9 the subdivision concept does not include any concept drawings of the

proposed walking tracks or other publicly accessible features will be located. The

landscape plan does in fact show proposed walkways, being the third item on the

key, and visible as a dotted black line. Further, I am aware that a comprehensive

Pukehina trial proposal is being developed by the community and council around the

Waihi estuary embankment, and east through farmland and Pukehina Canal
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stopbanks to Midway Park. We have offered to extend and link these trails along the 

Pukehina canal, following the southern boundary of the site, and through the 

proposed wetlands all the way east onto Pukehina Beach Road near the 

campground. The trails are subject to find design and would provide a great 

opportunity for the whole community.  

48. 7.26 refers to the function or other legitimate need. There is a functional need for the

wetland to occur in this location, being very low-lying, located on the edge of the rural

zone, adjacent to existing urban development, and the need to improve the poor

water quality in the Waihi estuary. This principle also applies to the land westward of

the site to the Waihi estuary.

49. 7.28 maintenance of rural character and amenity. A change from farmland to wetland

with some housing is acknowledged, and intrinsic to the proposal. However I am of

the view that the wetland component of the proposal, some 80% or more than

130 hectares, is a legitimate permitted productive and sustainable rural land use. For

this aspiration to be fulfilled some form of subdivision and housing development is

necessary. The proposal endeavours to provide a balanced solution that substantially

retains rural (wetland) character and amenity along the entire southern and western

extent of the site. The portion of the site proposed for development as housing will

also include substantial wetlands, along with visually recessive housing and

extensive planting implemented to ensure that nature dominates.

CONCLUSIONS 

50. The proposed development is mostly outside the coastal environment on farmed

plains inland of Pukehina Beach. Pukehina itself comprises a five kilometre strip of

residential development along the dune landform, parallel with the coast. The site is

currently an intensive dairy farm that gets water-logged after rain, and no doubt

adversely affects water quality in Waihi Estuary.

51. The part of the site within the coastal environment will be enhanced, with farmland to

be retired and wetland reinstated.

52. The site has low - moderate natural character as farmland.

53. The site is not within or adjacent to an Outstanding Natural Feature and Landscape.
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54. The proposal to develop 135 hectares of wetland and 133 protection lots is an

aspirational project, with the potential to both reduce environment degradation, and

enhance natural character adjacent to the coastal environment.

55. Conditions are needed to ensure that the wetlands are sustainable.

56. Building design control guidelines have been developed for the protection lots, as

shown on the “Matuku Moana design conditions and guide diagram” dated

19 February 2019.

57. The following conditions of consent are required:

• The wetland hydrology infrastructure is to be constructed as part of the

subdivision development.

• The wetlands are to be developed in accordance with the ecological assessment

methodology by Wildland Consultants, as described in their assessment.

• The wetlands are to be managed by a suitably constituted organisation approved

by Fish and Game, Department of Conservation, Western Bay of Plenty District

Council, Tangata whenua, and the developer.

• The protection lots are to include wetland and streetscaping within private

property.

• Streetscape landscaping is to be developed as part of the subdivision generally in

accordance with the “Pukehina Eco-Village Landscape Plan” by Richard Hart,

dated July 2018.

• Maximum height of six metres for all buildings and structures.

• Colour reflectivity - all external surfaces of buildings/structures (excluding glazing)

shall comply with the following reflectivity standards: Walls = no greater than

35%; Roofs = no greater than 25%; Explanatory Note: The above shall be in

accordance with British Standard BS5252 Reflectance Value.



Matuku Moana
Landscape & Visual evidence of Richard Hart
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Pukehina Eco-Village Wetland
10th September 2018 // Sheet 1 of 2

Cross sections along the perimeter drain between 
the site and the Pukehina Parade properties.

Cross section A is at the western end of the campground

Cross Section B is by 76 Pukehina Breach Road (half way between Campground and Gardiner Place)
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Pukehina Eco-Village Wetland
10th September 2018 // Sheet 2 of 2

Cross sections along the perimeter drain between 
the site and the Pukehina Parade properties.

Cross Section C is at Gardiner Place

Cross Section D is at the western end of the new drain where it connects to the existing drain
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Pukehina Eco-Village Wetland
Wetland Restoration ProposalJune 2018
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Why are wetlands important? 
Wetlands are important but diminishing ecosystems around New Zealand including the Bay 
of Plenty. 

Wetlands are important: 
• as aquatic and semi-terrestrial habitats for important native flora and fauna, 

including rare and endangered indigenous species. Even small wetlands, such as 
raupo swamps, often provide habitats for indigenous fauna, and many of these 
species are found only in wetlands 

• as traditional Māori sources of food, fisheries, paru (mud dye), urupa, and weaving 
resources  

• for amenity, natural character and landscape values 
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• for water quality improvement due to the filtering of nutrients and sediments by 

plants in the wetland and other natural biological processes  
• for flood mitigation due to detention of water in the wetland and its gradual release 

during dry periods. 

Why are wetlands under threat? 
Wetlands are very sensitive to changes in climate, water availability, disturbance and land 
use and they are extremely vulnerable to the effects of human activity. 
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Pukehina: Then and Now

1943

1955

2018

Location

Retrolens aerial images 
from 1943 show the site 
to be largely undeveloped, 
with natural vegetation 
patterns still clearly visible. 
Although the land to the 
south has been drained 
and put into pasture, 
the site of the proposed 
Pukehina Eco-Village 
Wetland remains relatively 
unmodified. Only the 
occasional track can be 
seen. The beach dune 
system is extensive and 
undeveloped.

Other than the drainage 
network emptying into 
the Waihi Estuary, the 
Pukehina Spit remains 
predominantly unmodified 
in 1955. The beach is 
wild and unconstrained 
and there are original 
waterway channels behind 
the sand dunes.

The site is now under 
intensive dairy grazing, 
with the landscape 
dominated by exotic 
pasture and dairy races. 
Feed platforms, water 
troughs and a large 
milking shed are scattered 
across the farm. There is 
no evidence that this area 
of land once formed part 
of a large wetland system. 
A beach settlement lies 
between the site and the 
ocean, constraining the 
coastal edge.

Just inland from Pukehina 
Beach, the proposed 
Pukehina Eco-Village 
Wetland is 30km east of 
Tauranga. It is situated on 
an area of low lying land 
that drains into the Waihi 
Estuary, 2.5km to the 
north west of the site.
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Zone 1 - wetland shrubs and trees
Reeds and rushes typically grow in boggy ground or shallow 
standing water up to 0.5m in depth. Although these species may 
look monotonous, they provide many functions including water 
filtration, nutrient uptake and wildlife habitat.

Common indigenous reed and rush species include Apodasmia 
similis (oioi), Juncus krausii subsp. australiensis (sea rush/
wiwi), Machaerina juncea, Machaerina articulata, Machaerina 
rubiginosa (baumea), Carex secta (purei) and Carex sinclairii

Zone 2 - reeds and rushes

Wetland shrubs and trees make up only a small percentage 
of wetland area and are typically found on slightly higher 
ground that is not permanently waterlogged and only floods 
occasionally. 

Common wetland shrubs and trees in the Bay of Plenty region 
include Coprosma propinqua (mingimingi), Cordyline australis 
(ti kouka/cabbage tree), Phormium tenax (New Zealand flax), 
Plagianthus divaricatus (salt marsh ribbonwood) and Olearia 
solandri (coastal tree daisy).

Typical Cross Section

“The low-lying pasture dominated paddocks 
and tidally-influenced Pukehina Canal running 
the full length of the southwestern boundary of 
the property provide a blank slate for wetland 
development at this site...
...The wetland(s) should be freshwater rather than 
estuarine.  Coastal lowland freshwater wetlands 
are substantially less well represented within this 
ecological district and wider region than saltmarsh 
communities.”*

Water flows into and through the wetland are critically 
important.
An upstream water inlet will be required, and a 
downstream outlet.
If possible, passive inlet and outlet structures should be 
used.
A pump should be retained, to provide added flexibility 
with water egress.”* 

“Internal connecting channels should be relatively wide, 
say a minimum of five metres, to allow for shallowing due 
to the sandy substrate.

“Walkways, cycleways and other facilities within the 
wetlands should be confined to those constructed to the 
east and north of the proposed residential areas, so that 
most activity and opportunity is concentrated in these 
areas.  The greater wetland area occupying the western 
half of the property should be managed, to the extent 
it can be, as a ‘wilderness/wildlife refuge’ area, the 
exception being for access to strategically located maimai 
for the purpose of hunting during the game bird season.  
This shouldn’t preclude the possibility of siting a bird 
viewing hide(s) overlooking the large lake.”*                

*Refer to PUKEHINA WETLAND DESIGN PRINIPLES AND GUIDELINES, Wildland Consultants, July 2018

Areas facing Pukehina Beach housing  and 
stopbanks to be planted in kahikatea
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Vegetation margins are important spaces of diversity and species interaction. As 
water depth increases, vegetation gives way to open water. Usually this occurs at 
depths of greater the 0.5m. These margins provide water filtration and wildlife 
habitat and act as a buffer from storm events. 

Raupo (Typha orientalis) is a common water margin species in deeper water, but 
other species of rushes and sedges can also be found in these zones. Wiwi/sea 
rush (Juncus krausii subsp. australiensis) is often found adjacent to open water, 
with oioi (Apodasmia similis) growing in the shelter created behind this species.

Zone 3 - vegetation margins and open water
open waterZone 1 - wetland shrubs and trees

With wetlands being primarily flat, the smallest landform differences 
create interesting water movement and vegetation patterns. Wetland 
plant species are highly specialised and are adapted to very particular 
environments. As soil moisture content and nutrient values vary across a 
wetland site, plant species mimic these patterns. While certain plants will 
tolerate occasional flooding, others require waterlogged soil. Because of 
this, wetland plants often grow in blocks of single species, with transitions 
to another specialised species occurring at environmental boundaries. 
These adaptations to environment create striking visual patterns.

Zone 2 - vegetation patterns

“Rather than simply creating one, two or more open water 
areas and inundating existing ground levels within the 
remainder of the areas to be wetland, or alternatively, 
rather than undertaking highly engineered earthworks 
to produce a series of contours over those parts of the 
property not destined to be lake or residential platform, 
‘scrapes’ of various depths should be undertaken in these 
areas to develop ‘hump and hollow’ mosaics within the 
wider landscape. This method will create interesting 
vegetation patterns across the site, mimicking natural 
patterns.”*

“All open water bodies should have convoluted margins, 
to provide greater ‘edge’ habitat, and littoral areas 
should generally be gently-shelving.  Some margins and 
open water areas should be more abrupt and excavated 
to depths greater than two metres to preclude/inhibit 
encroachment by raupō.”*   

 

“Substrate and water levels are critically-important determinants of the species 
and types of vegetation that could potentially be established at the site.
An ‘uneven’ substrate should be created, with potential for different wetland 
plant communities and habitat types, e.g. harakeke flaxland, raupō reedland, 
Carex sedgeland, Baumea (Machaerina) sedgeland.
Raised areas should be formed locally for terrestrial plant communities, which 
will need to be planted with species such as harakeke, kahikatea, mānuka, ti 
kōuka (cabbage tree).”*

“For much of the wetland, water levels should be 0.2-0.3 
metres or thereabouts, above substrate level.
The main bodies of open water should be 2.5-4.0 metres 
deep (or deeper), to avoid future encroachment by 
raupō.
Margins of the largest body of open water should be 
uneven, with small ‘embayments’ c.50 metres across.”*

*Refer to PUKEHINA WETLAND DESIGN PRINIPLES AND GUIDELINES, Wildland Consultants, July 2018
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Zone 1Wetland Shrubs and Trees

Manuka (Leptospermum scoparium)

Manuka (Leptospermum scoparium)Salt marsh ribbonwood (Plagianthus divaricatus)            New Zealand flax (Phormium tenax)  New Zealand flax (Phormium tenax)  Cabbage trees/ti kouka (Cordyline australis)

A stand of ti kouka (Cordyline australis) at Kaituna Wetland Purei (Carex secta)

Purei (Carex secta)
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Zone 2 Reeds and Rushes

Raupo (Typha orientalis)

Raupo (Typha orientalis)

Giant umbrella sedge (Cyperus ustulatus)

oioi (Apodasmia similis) oioi (Apodasmia similis)
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Zone 3Vegetation Margins and Open Water

Jointed Baumea 
(Machaerina articulata) Baumea (Machaerina rubiginosa)

Juncus?

Ti kouka (Cordyline australis)

oioi (Apodasmia similis)

Wiwi/sea rush (Juncus krausii subsp. australiensis)
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Wetland birds

Matuku (Australasian bittern)
Conservation status: Threatened–Nationally Critical

Less than 1000 in New Zealand

Matuku are wetland birds that are dependent on the presence of high quality and 
ecologically diverse habitats and rich food supplies. They are seen as an indicator 
species for wetland health.

Matuku are important to Māori and appear in language as part of legends, stories, 
early pictures and metaphor. There are numerous place names referring to them.

They are shy birds that are  vulnerable to habitat loss, predators and disturbance. 
Ongoing habitat loss is still considered one of their greatest threats. Matuku are 
extremely sensitive to disturbance.

Their nest is a platform of reeds built by the female among dense wetland vegetation, 
usually 20-30 cm above the water. The 3-5 eggs are laid between August and 
December

Marsh crake (Porzana pusilla)

Banded rail (Gallirallus philippensis) 

Matata/Fernbird (Bowdleria punctata)

Pukeko (Porphyrio melanotus)

White-faced heron (Egretta novaehollandiae)

Pied stilt (Himantopus himantopus)

Spotless crake (Porzana tabuensis)
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Kōaro (Galaxias brevipinnis)

Wetland Fish Species

Shortjaw kōkopu (Galaxias postvectis)Giant kōkopu (Galaxias argenteus)

 

Banded kōkopu (Galaxias fasciatus) Inanga (Galaxias maculatus)

Juvenile whitebait in a fisherman’s bucket

Tuna/longfin eel (Anguilla dieffenbachii)

Tuna/longfin eel (Anguilla dieffenbachii) Tuna/longfin eel (Anguilla dieffenbachii)Shortfin eel (Anguilla australis)

Tuna
Tuna (the Māori word for eels) are not only historically 
important to Māori, they are our taonga today. Highly 
nutritious, tuna are an important mahinga kai resource for 
Māori and were once abundant and easily caught.

There are two main types of tuna – the shortfin and the 
longfin. While longfin tuna are still relatively common, 
commercial fishing, pollution and habitat loss have had 
a significant impact on the species. Changes caused by 
drainage, irrigation schemes and river diversions affect tuna 
by reducing their habitat and food resources. 

Tuna eat “live” food such as insect larvae, worms and water 
snails. When they get bigger, tuna begin to feed on fish. 
They will also eat fresh-water crayfish and even small birds 
like ducklings.

Tuna are long lived species that migrate up streams as 
juveniles to find suitable adult habitat. After many years 
(15-30 years for shortfins, 25 years for longfins, and 
sometimes up to 80 years) they migrate to the Pacific Ocean 
to breed and die. Tuna are secretive, mainly nocturnal and 
prefer habitats with plenty of cover.

Inanga, the most common of the whitebait species, also 
require freshwater wetland habitat. They are a declining 
species whose main threats are habitat disturbance and 
modifications. 

The Pukehina Eco-Village Wetlands will improve water 
quality through cleansing and filtration of nutrients and 
sediments. There is opportunity for a tidal flushing method 
to be developed that will connect the wetland to the 
adjacent tidal waterways, allowing the integration of tuna, 
inanga and other fish and crustacean species with the 
wetland system and increasing their area of habitat.

Shortfin eel (Anguilla australis)
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Game Bird Hunting

Hunting encourages a variety of activities and values that 
are important to New Zealanders. Because hunters are 
responsible for the protection and development of wildlife 
habitats, many of them help to monitor and advocate for 
the environment.

Draining of wetlands and sediment pollution have had 
significant impacts on numbers of game birds through loss 
of habitat area and quality.

Although wetlands and waterways are often undervalued, 
they are important ecosystems that contain a vast number 
of different flora and fauna. Wetlands in the Bay of Plenty 
Region are now rare. In some parts less than 1% of the 
original wetlands remain.

Conservation and recreation groups in New Zealand have 
been fighting hard to protect the remaining wetlands and 
to establish new ones. A major role of Fish & Game New 
Zealand is to protect the habitat of sports fish and game 
birds. This includes lobbying for appropriate environmental 
policies, advocating for clean water and developing and 
enhancing wetlands.

Game bird hunters in New Zealand have a responsibility to 
understand and manage the welfare and habitat of each 
species for future generations to enjoy. 

At Pukehina Eco-Village Wetland, there is an opportunity 
to create a vast new area of wetlands that will provide 
recreational opportunities and habitat for many game bird 
species.

Game Birds

Mallard duck in take off

Mallard duck

Grey duck

Shoveler duck
Duck shooters

Flock of paradise shelduck settled in open water

Black swan

Paradise shelduck

Pukeko
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Maintenance is the key to survival of your plants  
and success of your project.
•    Keep working on weed control.  Plantings will need to be 

cleared of or ‘released’ from competing weed growth at 

least three times in the first year, after which every spring 

and autumn may be sufficient. Keep a close eye on your 

site as you may need to do it more often.

•    You will have less maintenance to do after about three 

years when the plant canopy closes, but you will need to 

continue with regular weed control until then.

•    If you are using herbicide be careful not to spray your 

plants. Using a selective herbicide may be an option.

•   A spray cone on the nozzle will reduce spray drift.  Don’t 

    spray when it’s windy!

•    Mulch can help control weeds but you need to remain 

vigilant as they may still come through.

•    Grass can provide some shelter and help hold moisture 

in the soil, but you will need to clear an area around 

each plant until their tops are above the surrounding 

vegetation. 

•    Remove weeds entirely.

•    Check for new weeds, both in and near to your wetland. 

•    Control new infestations before they become well 

established.

•    Keep your fences in good order.

•    Monitor your planting for signs of pest animals.  If you see 

signs of presence or browsing step up your control.

12 step 10 
maintenance and monitoring

plant guide

The following pages provide 
a list of recommended plants 
for Bay of Plenty wetlands. 
It is not intended to be 
an exhaustive list. These 
plants are a good base for 
any wetland restoration 
project, and are tolerant to 
a range of conditions. Most 
are readily available from 
local native plant nurseries, 
although a few will be found 
only at specialist nurseries 
or require expert advice  
to propagate.  

wetland restoration guide

plant guide key
Attracts birds
F = fruit      S = seeds      N = nectar 
W = wildlife shelter/nesting

10m

FSNW

Approx max height

Full sun

Partial sun

Full shade

Drainage - good

Drainage - moderate

Drainage - poor

Wind sensitive

Frost sensitive

When to Plant: Means at what stage in the project. 
Early are the pioneer species that can go in first on 
bare site. Mid and late species require some shelter 
from other plants as they can be frost tender or 
generally grow in moderate to heavy shade.

Enrichment planting: to add diversity to your 
planting

HOT TIP Photos are a good way of monitoring plant 
survival rates, pest and weed control, and success of the 
project generally. 

Spray cone on nozzle to avoid spray drift. Blue dye is used to 
show where you’ve sprayed

Before being “released” ...and after
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Cabbage tree

Ti kouka
Cordyline australis

Swamp maire

Maire tawake
Syzygium maire

Kahikatea

Dacrycarpus dacrydioides

Pukatea

Laurelia novae-zelandiae

Karamu

Coprosma robusta

Mingimingi

Coprosma propinqua

Swamp coprosma

Coprosma tenuicaulis

Manuka

Leptospermum scoparium

Flax

Harakeke
Phormium tenax

Toetoe*

Cortaderia fulvida

Toetoe*

Cortaderia toetoe

Grass
Throughout the BOP, 
especially in inland 
districts.
Few

10m

15m

30m

25m

2-4m

3m

2m

4m

FSN

F

FS

FS

N

Early-late 
(late in areas 
with heavy 

frosts)

Early

Late

Early

F

F

3m

Early

Early

2mEarly

2mEarly

Possums 
(young 

and 
mature 
trees)

Tree
Few - enrichment 
planting

Early-late 
(late in 

areas with 
heavy 
frosts)

Tree
Concentrate plantings 
to create stands. Few to 
moderate numbers

Tree
Plant a few - enrichment 
planting

Shrub
Moderate numbers in 
appropriate zone

Rabbits, 
hares, 
cattle. 

But not 
possums

Shrub
Few Mid

Early

Tree
Many in appropriate 
zones. These would 
make up the bulk of 
most plantings.

Shrub
Few

Moderate numbers - 
plant in groups away 
from species that will 
shade them later.

Rabbits, 
young 
plants

Rabbits, 
young 
plants

Grass
South of Tauranga only. 
More coastal.
Few

*Important note:  Similar to invasive pampas grass which should not be planted. Pampas has bushy erect flower heads late January - mid April and dead leaves curl at the 
base; versus toetoe which droops, flowers in October - January and has a white waxy substance at the base of the leaves.
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Carex

Pukio
Carex secta

Carex

Carex virgata

Carex

Carex geminata

Jointed twig rush

Baumea articulata

Rush

Baumea tenax

Giant umbrella sedge

Cyperus ustulatus

Bamboo spike sedge

Eleocharis sphacelata

Lake club rush

Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani

Baumea

Baumea rubiginosa

Raupo

Typha orientalis

Marsh club rush

Bolboschoenus fluviatilus

2mEarly

1mEarly

1m

1.8m

0.5m

0.8m

1.2m

2m

2m

W

Sedge
Many in appropriate 
zones. These would 
make up the bulk of the 
plantings in wetter areas

W

Sedge
Many in appropriate 
zones. These would 
make up the bulk of the 
plantings in wetter areas

W

Sedge
Few Early

Sedge
Few - enrichment  
planting; limited by zone Early

W

Sedge
Few - enrichment  
planting Early

Sedge
Some die-back in winter.
Few - enrichment  
planting Early

Sedge
Few - enrichment  
planting; limited by zone Early

Sedge
Propagate by subdivision.
Few - enrichment  
planting; limited by zone Early

W

Upright sedge
Stems die back over 
winter.
Propogate by subdivision.
Few - enrichment  
planting Early

Early

Early

1.5m

1m

Sedge
Few - enrichment  
planting

Herb
Dies off in winter. Can 
be hard to propagate by 
division. Can be invasive.
Few - enrichment planting
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The following tables provides a list 
of recommended plants for Bay of 
Plenty wetlands. It is not intended 
to be an exhaustive list. These 
plants are a good base for any 
wetland restoration project, and are 
tolerant to a range of conditions. 
Most are readily available from 
local native plant nurseries, 
although a few will be found only 
at specialist nurseries or require 
expert advice to propagate.

Wetland Plant Guide

Information and tables have been taken from https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/306763/wetland-restoration-guide-2013-web-only-.pdf
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Conclusion

Less than 3% of original wetland habitat remains in the Bay of 
Plenty and this is an opportunity to restore some of what has 
been lost. 

This will improve the Pukehina Beach environment by providing 
habitat for threatened and endangered species.

It is an opportunity to practice kaitiakitanga on this land.

This is and opportunity for one of the largest private 
reinstatements of wetland habitat in the Western Bay of 
Plenty.*

It is an opportunity to retire land from intensive dairying.*

There is opportunity to build quality eco-housing and 
promote sustainable living.*

There are opportunities for recreation, education and 
enjoyment for landowners and visitors.

This is an opportunity to improve habitat for our flora, 
including oioi, wiwi, harakeke and other wetland plants.

This is an opportunity to improve habitat for fish species, 
including tuna (eels) and inanga (whitebait).

This is an opportunity to improve habitat for bird species, 
including matuku (bittern), moho-peruru (banded rail) and 
matata (fern bird).

This is an opportunity to create another significant Bay of 
Plenty site for duck shooting.

*Refer to Pukehina International  Peace Park and Pukehina Eco-Village booklet
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